
Discover metal facades that 
bring a new dimension to 
architecture with their design 
and originality.

Metal facades
Perforated metal facades are 
part of the original architecture 
with a modern design of all 
buildings.

Perforated facades
AVG METAL facade cassettes, 
facade profiles and cladding 
slats are an integral part of 
modern construction and 
original architecture.

Facade cassettes

Design perforated metal sheets 
and panels with standard and 
individual perforations or 
embossed patterns are 
exceptional elements for 
modern architecture.

Design perforated 
sheets and panels

Embossed 3D design brings 
unrepeatability to projects. 
Uniqueness is always 
important for modern 
architecture.

Facades and tiles with 
an embossed design

AVG METAL offers a wide range 
of steel, aluminum and 
stainless steel profiles in the 
shape of C, L, U, Z, Ω  for 
industrial use and construction.

Metal profiles

AVG METAL produces modern metal facades, panels, design 
profiles and interior metal cladding and exceptional solutions 
that will enable you to realize your ideas and projects.
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Metal has become part of our identity
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CREATIVE VISION
The vision of originality and metal architecture brings uniqueness to projects. 
The current trend in modern architecture has elevated metal materials to first 
place. The original architecture of AVG METAL made of metal for exterior and 
interior creates space for your creative visions.

ENDLESS OPTIONS
AVG METAL offers facade metal profiles, panels, cassettes, lamellas, design 
profiles and perforated materials for architecture in a unique aesthetic design 
with endless possibilities of solutions.

INSPIRATIONAL SHAPES
Inspiring shapes and solutions of AVG METAL metal facades and metal cladding 
for architecture and interior design offer a look that gives elegance, inspiration 
and its own original identity.

DESIGN AND INDIVIDUAL PERFORATIONS 
AND 3D EMBOSSED PATTERNS
To be special and have an idea that you can excite everyone who likes 
uniqueness, this is what AVG METAL design perforations and 3D embossed 
patterns offer. Create your own perforated design, 3D embossed pattern, 
individual theme or image perforation and your project will be special.
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